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a bike trailer revolution

Y-SMALL

Carries 45 kg
Weighs 6.4 kg
Fits to threaded and QR axles
Wheel size 16”
Load bed 580 x 380 mm
Frame material aluminium 6000T6

Comes with hitch, Velcro straps, box QR
feet, safety strap, deflection device, reflectors and manual
Used for expeditions, shopping, camping,
car free lifestyle, delivery, kayaks, surfboards etc.
Our trailers - Every journey with a trailer
is a journey without a car. By making “stuff
carrying by bike” easy, we encourage more
cycle journeys.
Options:
Handcart handle
Folding box
Looong arm
Extension arm
Wide axle beam
Touring mudguards

Y-LARGE
Carries 90 kg
Weighs 8.2 kg
Fits to threaded and QR axles
Wheel size 20”
Load bed 700 x 500 mm
Frame material aluminium 6000T6

Comes with hitch, Velcro straps, box QR
feet, safety strap, deflection device, reflectors and manual.
Used for expeditions, shopping, camping,
car free lifestyle, delivery, kayaks, surfboards etc.
Our trailers - Every journey with a trailer
is a journey without a car. By making “stuff
carrying by bike” easy we encourage more
cycle journeys.
Options:
Handcart handle
Folding box
Looong arm
Extension arm
Wide axle beam
Heavy Duty mudguards
Touring mudguards

Y-SURF

Fits on a Y Large Trailer
Weighs 5 kg
Maximum trailer load 90 kg
Load on rails 20 kg
Wheel size 20”

Board size 2.2 meters with standard tow
arm
Can also carry a paddle board, kayak,
ladder or cello. Long loads may need a
longer tow arm.
Go surfing but leave your car at home.
With a Y-Surf you can cycle, with your surf
board and all the gear you need, to the
beach and go on that epic ride.
The unique rail design means that the
board cannot be blown around by the
wind and there is still space for all your
gear as well.

LOOONG ARM
The Looong Arm adjusts in length to carry
loads from 1.7 to 6.0 meters.
Ideal for carrying bicycles, surf boards,
canoes and kayaks on a Y small or large.
The total weight of the load must be less
than 45 kg
Comes with 2 x 1.5 meter long tow bars,
which can be used together to make the
tow bar 3 meters long. The two bars can
be shortened for specific use.
Needs a standard Y tow bar to work

HANDCART HANDLE
The Hand Cart Handle allows any Carry
Freedom Y trailer to be used as a hand
cart.

Simple handle that pins to the right hand
Y-Frame arm. This allows you to walk with
the Y while keeping the load bed level. It
does not need to be removed for cycling.
The handle also has a foot to keep the
trailer level.
With two hand cart handles the trailer
can be used like a wheelbarrow.
We also offer the option of two longer
handles for use as a walking trailer.

EXTENSION ARM
Extension tow arm for towing bicycles,
surfboards, canoes and kayaks.
Use this option if you want to move
longer loads.
Weight limit 45 kg
Available in two lengths:
1. +0.5 meter
2. +0.9 meter
Comes with a Lollypop elastomer hitch
hook and safety splint.
Replaces the standard Y tow bar.
For even longer loads use the Looong
Arm.

WIDE AXLE BEAM
Makes your trailer wheel base wider to
give you more room between the wheels
Bolts under a Y small or Y large.
No modification needed.
Axle beam width is 85 cm.
The normal width is 50 cm for the Y small
and 65 cm for the Y large
Mainly used for kayaks and canoes when
extra width is needed
Comes with longer bolts for the load bed

LOLLYPOP HITCH
The Lollypop hitch connects the trailer
fast and securely.

The Lollypop hitch bracket needs 4 mm
of space on the rear axle of the bicycle.
Delivery includes one hitch bracket. More
brackets are available separately for use
on more than one bicycle.
Fits threaded and QR axles.
The red elastomer flexes if the bicycle falls
over. The pin can be replaced by a padlock
for security.
The hitch works for Carry Freedom Y, LEAF
and City Trailer - and is also compatible
with older versions.
When using with other trailers: The
trailers towing arm tube needs a 19mm
internal diameter.

MUDGUARDS
We have two fender sets for the Y trailer.

The heavy duty fenders made of sheet
aluminium only fit the Y large with 20”
wheels. These are perfect for those needing rain protection in hardcore situations.
The touring fenders are made of high
quality plastic. These are similar to normal
bike fenders and are curved so that the
water does not spray to the side. These are
available for both Y small and large.
Both fenders can be retro fitted to older
Y trailers.

FOLDING BOX
This folding box is robust and versatile
and comes with a lid and two handles.

Folds small and stores easily when not in
use.
The Box QR feet with the Velcro straps that
are included with every “Y”, makes it easy
to tie the box down and easy to remove.
It’s perfect for that shopping trip.
Dimensions:
600 x 400 x 320 mm (for Y small)
800 x 600 x 445 mm (for Y large)

Need more information?

Efficient
A bicycle trailer is more efficient than a
rucksack or panniers. Trailers isolate your
bike from the load so you don’t waste
energy wiggling the load.

Go to the website
At www.carryfreedom.com
you will find this and more:

Safe
A bicycle towing a bicycle trailer handles
normally. It corners predictably, and
remains manoeuvrable.

Other options:
Flag and rear light holder which can be
retrofitted on all Y trailers.
Kayak holder - For the Y large load bed.
Tow arm for the Weber hitch.
Trailer snake - to join two Y trailers together.
Also check out the other trailers in the
Carry Freedom portfolio:
The LEAF - a shopping travel trailer, light
and foldable.
The CITY - the classic foldable suitcase bike
trailer.
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German Bike Magazine
Best price / performance ratio

Our trailers are ...

Practical
Bicycle trailers are easier to live with.
They’re easy to pack, convenient to hitch,
and light to walk with. Our trailers also
flatten easily for storage.
Alternative
A bike/trailer combination is a good
addition to your car and public transport,
offering another way to carry.
Every journey with a trailer is a journey
without a car. By making “stuff carrying
by bike” easy, we encourage more cycle
journeys. Frequently our trailers are the
last step for people to stop depending on
their car.

Technical Information
We try to cover all your questions and
have a large FAQ. Contact us if anything is
still unclear.
Blog
Read about all the weird and wacky things
that happen here at Carry Freedom. See
who is travelling the world, climbing the
mountains and riding the waves on a bike
with a Carry Freedom trailer.
Dealer list
Find out where your nearest dealer is.
History
Read about how the company started
in a chicken shed on a farm not far from
Glasgow, Scotland. And how it grew.
Environment
Learn about how Carry Freedom and
USED support projects and people that
are changing the world. Car Free is not just
a slogan, it’s a philosophy.
Thanks for listening!
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ISPO Munich
Brand New Award

German independent bicycle group
Ethic award for Bamboo Trailer

